
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
2017 Term

Cause No.                     

Ron Glick,

                              Petitioner,

v.

Angela J Townsend, Andrew Wies, The Forlorned LLC,
Good Outlaw Studios, Clean Teen Publishing, Inc., and

Does One through Twenty,

                Respondents.

PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
OVER THE NINTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS

PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI

  Ron  Glick,  the  Petitioner  herein,  petitions  for  a  Writ  of  Certiorari  to  review  the

judgment of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, which judgment affirmed the decisions of

the United States District Court, District of Montana, Missoula Division.

OPINIONS BELOW

    The opinions of the United States District Court and Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

(Petitioner's Exhibit A, B, C, D and E) are not reported.
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JURISDICTION

    The final judgment of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals was entered on July 12, 2017.

The jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 USCS Section 1254(1).  This Petition is

timely filed pursuant to 28 USCS Section 2101(c).

CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY
PROVISIONS INVOLVED

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution provides in relevant part:

“Congress shall  make no law… abridging the freedom of speech...  [or]  to petition the

Government for a redress of grievances.”

The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides in relevant part: “No

person shall... be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law...”

The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides in relevant

part:  “Nor shall  any state deprive any person of  life,  liberty or property without due

process of law, nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction equal protections of the

laws.”

15 U.S.C. § 1051 et seq. (Lanham Act) in that a party whose trademark is first used in

commerce is  protected from others'  use thereof,  and in relevant part,  15 USC § 1127

states:

“The term 'use in commerce' means the bona fide use of a mark in the ordinary 
course of trade, and not made merely to reserve a right in a mark. For purposes of 
this chapter, a mark shall be deemed to be in use in commerce—

“(1) on goods when—

“(A) it is placed in any manner on the goods or their containers or the displays  
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associated therewith or on the tags or labels affixed thereto, or if the nature of the 
goods makes such placement impracticable, then on documents associated with  
the goods or their sale...” (emphasis added)

SUMMARY

Petitioner Ron Glick is a United States political prisoner, detained as a dissident in the

State of Montana1.  Petitioner has sought through over a decade of legal challenges to

expose both his own unlawful status as a political prisoner and the entrenched corruption

within the State of Montana that permits such practice2,  including but not limited to

challenges within the United States District Court of Montana and the Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals. As a consequence of Petitioner's ongoing challenge to such entrenched

corruption  within  the  federal  judiciary,  Petitioner  has  frequently  and  routinely  been

denied constitutionally mandated equal protection of the law and due process.

Along this vein, when Petitioner filed a claim over the theft of his intellectual property,

the  District  Court  and  Ninth  Circuit  Court  yet  again  obstructed  Petitioner's  civil

liberties.

The cause is simple: Petitioner created a title, “The Forlorned” (hereafter “the Mark”),

and made the first commercial use thereof. Petitioner granted a conditional use of the

Mark to Respondent Townsend, yet said Respondent sought to claim it as her own.  In

spite  of  Petitioner's  clear  claim,  the  lower  courts  deliberately  altered  these  facts  to

remove  grounds  for  Petitioner's  rightful  claim.  Further,  Respondent  Townsend  has

committed multiple acts of  malice and harm against Petitioner and his reputation in

1See U.S. Political Prisoner Since 2004, ISBN# 1502340364 (2014)

2See “The Great Montana Conspiracy” - http://monspiracy.wordpress.com
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retaliation for Petitioner's proposed legal action against her, and the lower courts have

defended her misconduct.

Though Petitioner's claim is clear and precise, the District Court chose to create an

entirely new version of events in its orders that had no relationship to the facts Petitioner

presented, then ruled against Petitioner upon the principles presented within the faux

summary  of  the  cause.   Petitioner  had  sought  to  seek  a  change  of  venue  due  to

preexisting prejudice and bigotry, yet the District Court retained jurisdiction to advance

this  agenda.   Thereafter,  when Petitioner appealed to the Ninth Circuit,  the  District

Court issued an entirely new determination that the appeal was in bad faith because

Petitioner had not actually made sales utilizing the Mark – a conclusion that was not

only contrary to law, but was also not part of the District Court's initial judgment.  

It is abundantly clear through this cause and others appealed to the Ninth Circuit and

this Court that the District Court is deliberately depriving Petitioner due process and

equal protection of the laws, and it is Petitioner's belief that such is being done due to an

unregulated oppression against Petitioner as a United States political prisoner, not upon

principals of law.

Following the Ninth Circuit's order affirming the District Court's decision, Petitioner

sought rehearing, yet the Appellate Court refused to rehear the cause.  Petitioner now

timely seeks to review the decisions of the United States District Court, In and For the

District of Montana, Missoula Division and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.
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INTRODUCTION

Petitioner's initial complaint was filed in the United States District Court, District of

Montana, Missoula Division on or about March 2, 2015.  Final disposition of the cause

was on June 29, 2015.  Petitioner promptly filed for appeal with the Ninth Circuit Court

of Appeals on or about July 13, 2015, and the Appellate Court issued its order on or about

January 30, 2017.  Petitioner filed for rehearing on or about February 27, 2017, and the

Ninth Circuit ruled against rehearing on or about July 12, 2017.

Petitioner now timely files a Petition For Writ of Certiorari.

STATEMENT

 In or around July, 2013, Respondent Townsend approached Petitioner for assistance in

a new project: to rewrite and re-brand a former novel of said Respondent's, “Fears of a

Fisherman” (hereafter “the Original”), which had been published originally in 2008/2009

through  Wild  Child  Publishing  (ISBN#  978-1-935013-91-4).   Respondent  Townsend

wished to rename the revised novel (hereafter “the Copy”), and requested Petitioner to

create a new title for the Copy.  Said Respondent gave reason for this as the Original in

its current form was “poor work” and she could not license nor sell it in its current form.

Petitioner did not fully comprehend Respondent Townsend's statement at the time but

has since come to understand that said Respondent had been attempting to option all of

her  books  for  movie  productions  and  had  had  the  Original  rejected,  prompting  her

interest in revising it with a new title.

Petitioner created the title “The Forlorned” (the Mark) in or around the end of July,
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2013, and granted Respondent Townsend consent to use the Mark so long as she gave

Petitioner credit for its creation and ownership in any use by said Respondent, to which

said Respondent readily agreed.  Petitioner did not give Respondent leave to have anyone

else use the Mark.  Respondent Townsend specifically requested Petitioner to not “file

anything on the name”, since it  might interfere with her ability to sell  the title to a

publisher  (which  was  a  valid  concern  since  publishers  typically  search  for  name

availability  before  publishing  a  unique  title),  and  therefore  Petitioner  accepted  said

Respondent's commitment to provide credit to him on good faith alone.

Respondent Townsend possessed only a proof copy of the Original in an uneditable

corrupted PDF file reportedly provided to her by her old publisher in 2009, and could not

edit  its  content  to  create  the  Copy.   Respondent  requested  Petitioner's  assistance  in

restoring said PDF to an editable format, which Petitioner succeeded with on or about

August 5, 2013.  With a new name provided by Petitioner (the Mark) and original content

restored, Respondent Townsend purchased cover art for the Copy on or about August 6,

2013  and  sent  a  copy  thereof  to  Petitioner,  in  compliance  with  the  conditional  use

agreement.

Petitioner thereafter made the first commercial use of the Mark on August 6, 2013,

along with a posted copy of Respondent Townsend's cover art on Petitioner's blog website

(Exhibit  F).   Petitioner  continued  to  assist  Respondent  Townsend  with  editing,  fact

checking  and  historical  research  on  the  Copy  through  early  2014,  being  told  by

Respondent she would be seeking publication upon completion.  Instead, unbeknownst to

Petitioner, Respondent Townsend solicited the Copy (rebranded with the Mark) for movie

production and had the project accepted, primarily – as later stated by Respondent Wiest
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in Petitioner's presence – because the Mark represented a compelling title.

In mid-2014, Respondent Townsend finally acknowledged to Petitioner that she had

secured a “movie deal” for the Copy using the Mark with Respondents Wiest and Good

Outlaw Productions, LLC, and that she had created an LLC utilizing the Mark, aka,

Respondent The Forlorned, LLC.  Respondent Townsend again assured Petitioner that

accreditation  for  the  Mark  and  Petitioner's  contributions  would  be  provided  in  the

Movie's credits – which initially appeared in bare form (name and title of “Consultant”

only) on the movie website, with said Respondent's committing to having the entry be

properly updated once internal conflicts over website maintenance were resolved.

In or around August, 2014, Respondent Townsend called upon Petitioner to assist in

editing and providing research for her story's script and novel again, as well as calling

upon Petitioner to utilize his expertise in web promotions.  Petitioner diligently provided

extensive work upon Respondent Townsend's movie project, committing countless hours

of  assistance  for  over  six  months  –  soliciting  and  promoting  the  Mark  in  commerce

personally during this entire period – with repeated assurances by said Respondent of

accreditation and verbally acknowledging Petitioner's creation of the Mark on multiple

occasions to others  in Petitioner's  presence,  providing Petitioner a perceived sense of

security in said Respondent's continued good faith.

Based upon Petitioner's  assistance in editing the Copy,  said Respondent  secured a

publication contract utilizing the Mark with Respondent Clean Teen Publishing Inc., with

the novelization officially released in or around July, 2015.  

As  the  movie  neared  the  end  of  its  production  and being aware  it  would  soon be

solicited for sale, Petitioner discovered on February 7, 2015, that his name and credit had
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been  completely  removed  from  the  movie  website,  and  when  Petitioner  confronted

Respondent Townsend about this fact, said Respondent alleged that the movie website

was in the process of being updated and that not everyone had yet been put back on the

site yet, offering further assurance that Petitioner's name would be returned shortly.  On

or  about  February  13,  2015,  Respondent  Townsend  changed  her  representation  to

Petitioner,  and  attempted  to  divert  blame  onto  other  members  of  Respondent  The

Forlorned, LLC, for voting to remove Petitioner's name from the movie and to remove all

credit  to  Petitioner's  ownership  of  the  Mark or  his  contributions  to  the movie  solely

because Petitioner “was a sex offender”.  Petitioner protested, and Respondent Townsend

assured Petitioner that she would fix the issue.  Instead, Petitioner received an email on

February 16, 2015, from Patricia Easton, identified as Executive Assistant on the movie

website, attempting to justify Petitioner's removal from the movie credits, again basing

reasoning upon Petitioner's sex offender status.

Respondent  Angela  Townsend  has  been  informed  since  in  or  around  2011  that

Petitioner had been convicted of  a  sexual  offense in 2005,  yet  such knowledge never

stopped her from frequently calling upon Petitioner for assistance in various book and

movie projects through the years.  Further, all members of Respondent The Forlorned,

LLC were informed of Petitioner's sex offender status, and none ever raised objection to

using  and  relying  upon  Petitioner's  expertise  and  assistance  at  any  point  prior  to

February 13, 2015, when they sought to steal the Mark. 

After receiving Easton's email, Petitioner posted a public protest to the removal and

asserted his claim to the Mark on Twitter.  On February 18, 2015, Respondent Townsend

made an inflammatory phone call to Petitioner, making profane threats and demands
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against  Petitioner to remove his  objection posted on Twitter,  and made an erroneous

allegation  that  she  had  “owned  'The  Forlorned'  since  2003”.   Based  upon  the  clear

declared intention of Respondent Townsend to claim the Mark as her own, Petitioner

issued a trademark cease and desist notice against Respondents on said date.  

In response to Petitioner's cease and desist notice, said Respondents filed a trademark

claim to “The Forlorned” with the Montana Secretary of State, swearing under oath that

no other person had a right to the Mark, which was clearly a perjured attestment as they

filed the trademark claim in specific  response to the receipt of  Petitioner's  cease and

desist counter claim.  

Further,  since  receiving  Petitioner's  cease  and  desist,  Respondent  Townsend  has

committed multiple acts of  malice and harm against Petitioner and his reputation in

retaliation for Petitioner's proposed legal action against her, including but not limited to

multiple  instances  of  defamation  of  character,  having  Facebook  remove  a  fanpage

dedicated  to  him  (hosted  by  a  third  party,  Jean  Fox),  made  false  reports  to  law

enforcement, attempted to provoke revocation of Petitioner's probation, and a false report

to Social Security Administration that Petitioner was paid between five to ten thousand

dollars ($5,000.00 to $10,000.00) for his work on the Movie, though no such compensation

had ever been received.

Based upon the clear and deliberate fraud perpetrated by the Respondents, Petitioner

was left with no alternative but to bring complaint against the Respondents in this cause.

However, the abuse did not cease with the filing of this cause.  Respondent Townsend

continued to act duplicitously, even going so far as to seek a separate injunction in state

district court to bypass the authority of the District Court.  Though Petitioner brought
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motion for contempt, the District Court not only refused to hold Respondent in contempt,

but permitted the state district court's action to stand in direct opposition of the District

Court's authority.

The  District  Court's  conduct  in  this  cause  has  been  identical  to  that  which  led

Petitioner to bring claim against said court through multiple RICO actions.  Petitioner

filed for change of venue along with filing his initial complaint, but such motion was

rejected.  In the end, however, the District Court acted precisely as Petitioner foresaw:

deliberately depriving Petitioner his constitutionally protected equal protection under the

law in order to continue to penalize Petitioner for protesting his political imprisonment in

Montana.

The District Court's documentation more than validates Petitioner's concern over the

bias and prejudice of the lower court.  The District Court retained jurisdiction for the

purposes of retaliation against Petitioner, even in face of an impermissible conflict  of

interest from a then-pending review in the Ninth Circuit Court of a claim against them

(Glick  v.  Edwards,  Cause  No.  13-35230);  the  District  Court  continues  to  abuse  its

authority  to  obstruct  indigent  Respondents  by  pre-screening  complaints  through  a

process reserved solely for prison inmates; the District Court manufactured a completely

false sequence of events in order to deprive Petitioner of his lawful claim to the Mark;

and,  when  asked  by  the  Ninth  Circuit  Court  for  grounds  to  deny  certification  of

appeallability, created an entirely new justification to seek to bar appeal.  Each of these

measures  demonstrates  a  deliberate  evil  eye  and  uneven  hand  so  as  to  make  the

determination of the District Court unjust, illegal and unconstitutional.

Simply  put,  had  any  other  person brought  a  claim  that  another  was  using  a
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trademark created by him or her, and produced evidence of being the first to use the

disputed mark in commerce, the District Court would have granted the relief requested.

The law is just that specific: “use in commerce” means the first person who uses the mark

on  “documents  associated  with  the  goods  or  their  sale”  (emphasis  added).   Instead,

because  it  is specifically  Ron  Glick  making  the  claim,  the  District  Court  has

deliberately obstructed the protections provided to every other citizen under law to their

intellectual property claim.  This deliberate fraud upon the court is just further evidence

of  the  blatant  deprivation  of  constitutionally  mandated  equal  protection  which  the

District Court has subjected Petitioner to for over ten years now.

Based upon the foregoing, it is clear that the District Court's rulings are in error and

should  be  overturned  in the interests  of  justice  and  constitutionally  mandated  equal

protection under the law.

REASONS FOR GRANTING PETITION

The errors committed in this cause are both extensive and erroneous, and if permitted

to  stand,  would  significantly  undermine  American  laws  established  for  intellectual

property protection, and grant authority to deprive any citizens equal protection under

the law by virtue of their protests against government.

I.   THE  DISTRICT  COURT  ERRED  IN  LIMITING  THE  SCOPE  OF  THE
LANHAM ACT TO PETITIONER ALONE.

Trademark law in the United States is governed by 15 USC  § 1051, et seq, better

known as the Lanham Act.  There are two principles under the Lanham Act by which
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ownership of a trademark can be established: Registration with the United States Patent

and Trademark Office  or use in commerce,  the latter  of  which can be established by

actual sale of goods or use of the mark in documentation related to the goods.  Specifically

as it is relevant to this cause, 15 USC § 1127 defines the claim of “use in commerce” as

“the bona fide use of a mark in the ordinary course of trade”, or more specifically in

relevant part, “on documents associated with the goods or their sale” (emphasis added).  

In  the  instant  case,  Petitioner  clearly  set  forth  a  specific  set  of  circumstances:  1)

Petitioner created the Mark in or around July, 2013; 2) Petitioner granted Respondent

Townsend alone a limited use agreement that required identification of Petitioner as the

Mark's owner and creator; 3) Petitioner created documentation on an Internet website

promoting  the  goods  related  to  the  Mark,  his  creation  thereof,  and  the  terms  of

Respondent Townsend's limited use agreement on or about August 6, 2013 (see Exhibit

F),  prior  to  any  other  person's  use  thereof;  4)  Petitioner  actively  solicited  the  Mark

through Twitter and other sites for over six months; 5) Respondent Townsend violated the

limited use agreement by seeking to deny Petitioner all rights and entitlement to the

Mark;   6)  Petitioner  served  a  cease  and  desist  notice  upon  Respondents,  officially

withdrawing  his  consent  to  use  of  the  Mark;  and  7)  Respondent  Townsend not  only

continued to use the Mark, but retaliated against Petitioner for filing a complaint.

By the very clear and deliberate description of Petitioner's facts, Petitioner created a

unique  Mark  (“The  Forlorned”)  that  Respondent  Townsend  could  only  use while

accrediting  Petitioner  with  its  creation,  and  when  she  exceeded  her  conditional  use

agreement, Petitioner rightfully withdrew Respondent's entitlement to use of the Mark.

At no point did Petitioner cede ownership of the Mark to said Respondent, and therefore
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its use was exclusively the province of Petitioner to decide.  Respondent's continued use of

the Mark in violation of the conditional use agreement therefore constitutes a violation of

the Lanham Act.

In  spite  of  how  abundantly  clear  this  issue  is,  the  District  Court's  second  ruling

declared that Petitioner was only entitled to protection under the Lanham Act for “use of

mark in sale of goods or services”, ignoring that “use in commerce” also provided for a

Mark  “on  documents  associated  with  the  goods  or  their  sale”.   In  effect,  this  latter

language protects a trademark owner during advanced solicitation or advertisement of

his or her goods. 

Again, were this any other person besides Petitioner bringing this claim, it would be a

clear case of trademark infringement, but because it  was  Petitioner, the District Court

demonstrated blatant prejudice in limiting the scope of the Lanham Act so as to deprive

Petitioner alone equal protection under the law.

“Though the law itself  be fair on its face and impartial  in appearance,  yet,  if  it  is

applied and administered by public authority with an evil eye and an unequal hand, so as

practically  to  make  unjust  and  illegal  discriminations  between  persons  in  similar

circumstances,  material  to  their  rights,  the  denial  of  equal  justice  is  still  within the

prohibition of the Constitution.” (Wo v. Hopkins, 118 US 356, 373-74 (1886)).  

It is indisputable that the Lanham Act provides for trademark protection for use in

commerce,  as  defined  for  purposes  of  both  sale  of  goods  and  documents  associated

therewith..  It is equally clear that the District Court's orders were prejudiced to avoid

this fact,  effectively depriving Petitioner of the protection provided to anyone else for

initial use of a mark in commerce through documents associated with goods at issue.  
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The Ninth Circuit cited Rearden LLC v. Rearden Commerce, Inc.(683 F.3d 1190, 1203

(9th Cir. 2012)) to offer the conclusion that Petitioner had “failed to allege sufficient facts

to show  ownership of a trademark by its use in commerce”, yet  Reardon relies heavily

upon  the  Lanham Act's  actual  language,  including  the  definition  of  a  mark's  use  in

commerce being “on documents associated with the goods or their sale”.  In the instant

case, Petitioner clearly used the Mark in documentation related to the product at issue:

Townsend's rebranded novel.  Not only did his documentation represent the first use in

commerce of the Mark, but he was also the first to present the Mark on the cover art for

the novel.  Therefore, the conclusion of the Appellate Court that this did not constitute

“sufficient facts” is both without merit and plainly founded upon the fictitious summary

of Judge Lynch, not upon the presentation of Petitioner within his complaint. 

As cited in Rearden, the Lanham Act (specifically 15 USC § 1127) is clear on this issue

– first use in commerce of the Mark “on documents associated with the goods or their

sale” establishes ownership of a mark.

Based thereon, it is plain that Petitioner  did meet the requirements of the Lanham

Act, and that he used the Mark in commerce in association with Respondent Townsend's

book well before Townsend herself ever used it!  The Appellate Court's disregard of this

essential fact demonstrates an elaborate effort to simply defend the misconduct of the

District Court, and a perpetuation of the fraud on the court initiated by Judge Lynch.

This deliberate deprivation of constitutionally mandated equal protection mandates a

reversal. 
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2. THE DISTRICT COURT COMMITTED FRAUD UPON ITSELF.

 Despite  the  District  Court's  erroneous  later  conclusion,  its  initial dismissal  of

Petitioner's  claim was founded upon fabricated details  originated by  Judge  Jeremiah

Lynch, and were used as reason to dismiss Petitioner's claim.

Petitioner set forth a specific set of factual events within the content of his complaint

that identified that he had created the Mark and used it first in commerce, had provided

Respondent Townsend only a conditional use agreement thereof, that she violated this

agreement,  and  that  Petitioner  withdrew  his  consent  to  her  use  thereof  after  said

Respondent  sought  to  use  the Mark as  her  own.   However,  Judge  Lynch created an

entirely unsupported sequence of events that set aside all of Petitioner's relevant factual

assertions so that said judge would have grounds to dismiss Petitioner's claim.

Specifically,  Judge Lynch related a fabricated set of  events that detailed Petitioner

restoring “cover art” of Respondent Townsend's that already utilized the Mark, and then

claimed that Petitioner only posted a copy of this recovered cover art on his Internet blog.

Judge  Lynch  demonstrated  his  own  deliberate  divergence  from the  facts  of  the  case

within his Recommendations by initially citing the paragraphs of Petitioner's complaint

when citing actual facts as presented by Petitioner, and then foregoing any notations

whatsoever once he began to fashion his own fabricated chain of events (See Exhibit A,

Page 7, Lines 5-16).

The truth of the matter was that Petitioner never represented that he restored any

cover image of Respondent Townsend's, nor posted a reproduction of such fictitious cover
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art on his Internet blog.  

All of this was fabricated by Judge Lynch. 

Lynch's fictitiously fabricated sequence of events suggest that Petitioner restored an

image  file  that  already  had  the  Mark  as  part  of  its  contents.   Petitioner  clearly

established a completely contrary sequence of events: Respondent Townsend requested

assistance from Petitioner to re-brand her former novel (Complaint  ¶ 10-11); Petitioner

created the mark “The Forlorned” for said Respondent's conditional use (Complaint ¶ 13);

Petitioner assisted said Respondent in restoring “Fears of  a Fisherman” to an editable

format for said Respondent (Complaint  ¶ 15-16);  said Respondent thereafter obtained

new cover art utilizing Petitioner's mark (Complaint ¶ 17); and Petitioner made the first

commercial use of the Mark on his Internet website on the same day as said Respondent

obtained  the cover  art  (Complaint  ¶  18), clearly  stating  the conditional  terms  under

which Respondent Townsend was permitted to utilize the Mark.

Running in  contrast  to  these  actual  facts,  Judge  Lynch recommended dismissal  of

Petitioner's trademark claim pursuant to his own fabricated details,  expressly stating

that “restoring an image file” with the Mark did not create a trademark claim.  Judge

Lynch alleged  that  Respondent  Townsend already possessed the Mark,  and therefore

Petitioner had no claim to the Mark. 

The  true  facts  of  the  case  as  presented  by  Petitioner  demonstrate  however  that

Petitioner did not restore any file that contained the Mark, but instead produced the

Mark  independently;  that  Respondent  Townsend's  cover  art  was  purchased  after

Petitioner  created  the  Mark;  that  Petitioner  first  used  the  Mark  in  commerce  with

Petitioner's  use  of  the  Mark  on  his  Internet  website  representing  the  first  advance
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commercial representation of goods for sale; that Petitioner did in fact claim the Mark as

his own and clearly stated had given consent to Respondent Townsend to use it only upon

condition of providing “credit” to Petitioner's ownership and creation of the Mark; and

that Petitioner continued to promote the Mark through Twitter and other Internet sites

thereafter.

Additionally, Judge Lynch claimed that Petitioner alleged that Respondents in this

cause “expanded their use of [the Mark] beyond the permission [Petitioner] granted to

[Respondent]  Townsend”,  which  is  also  a  misrepresentation  of  facts  presented  in

Petitioner's complaint.  Petitioner attested that Respondents initially expanded the use of

the  Mark  beyond  the  title  of  Respondent  Townsend's  novel  without  Petitioner's

knowledge, but that Petitioner after-the-fact agreed to extend the terms of the conditional

use agreement to the movie production.  At no point did Petitioner bring claim against

Respondents for expanding the use of the Mark in his complaint.

It is abundantly clear that Judge Lynch's version of events were designed to bypass the

requisites of law that would provide protection to Petitioner and his ownership of the

Mark,  and  to  prejudice  Petitioner's  capacity  to  defend  his  rights  under  law.   Lynch

specifically alleged that Petitioner did not create the Mark, that he did not use it  in

commerce himself and that it was not used in connection with goods or services.  All of

these are quintessentially false conclusions based upon Judge Lynch's faux version of

events, not the facts presented by Petitioner within his complaint.  

Judge  Lynch's  fraudulent  version  of  events  could  also  only  have  been  presented

deliberately, as no reasonably prudent person could possibly derive the version of events

which Judge Lynch dictated by relying solely upon Petitioner's declared facts within his
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complaint.  It is indisputable therefore that Judge Lynch manufactured his own version

of events with the deliberate and specific intention of committing fraud.

The simple truth is that Judge Lynch acted deliberately to deprive Petitioner of his

rightful entitlement under law by creating a fabricated sequence of events that would

deprive Petitioner thereof, and that this was a malicious act.  

The  bias,  prejudice  and deliberate  fabrication  of  facts  relevant  to  this  cause  have

clearly risen to the level of fraud upon the court.  A court can commit fraud upon itself

through  its  own misconduct  (United  States  v.  Manton,  107  F2d 834  (2nd Cir,  1938)).

Fraud  on  the  court  is  “where  the  court  or  a  member  is  corrupted  or  influenced  or

influence is attempted, or where the judge has not performed his judicial function – thus

where the impartial functions of the court have been directly corrupted” (See Robinson v.

Audi  Aktiengesellschaft,  56  F3d 1259,  1266 (10th Cir,  1995),  citing  Bulloch v.  United

States, 763 F2d 1115, 1121 (10th Cir, 1995), cert denied, 116 SCt 705 (1996)).   “[F]raud

violates  everything  it  touches,  and  destroys  the  very  thing  which  it  was  devised  to

support...” (King v. Horizon Corporation, 701 F2d 1313 (10th Cir, 1983), citation omitted).  

Even taking a generous view of Judge Lynch's misrepresented facts, it is inescapable

that his summary of the events are fake and constitute fraud.  As consequence, the record

was purposely corrupted.  It is therefore inescapable that fraud was committed upon the

court, and that such fraud was later endorsed and overlooked by later judicial review.  It

is indisputable that Judge Lynch corrupted this proceeding, creating a huge prejudicial

burden against Petitioner, and his recommendations should have been stricken and his

orders  overturned,  but  for the inescapable  prejudice  against  Petitioner.   And to have

Judge Dana Christenson  adopt such findings  after Petitioner specifically objected that
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Judge Lynch's summary was fabricated rises to a level of conspiracy.

Upon appeal, the Ninth Circuit Court disregarded this issue entirely, simply ruling

that Petitioner had “failed to allege sufficient facts to show ownership of a trademark by

its  use  in commerce”,  adopting Lynch's  conclusion verbatim.   However,  the  Appellate

Court's reliance upon Rearden was flawed, since Rearden specifically relied on the “use

in  commerce”  component  of  the  Lanham  Act,  which  actually  supported  Petitioner's

factual assertions in his complaint.  

Clearly, the Ninth Circuit had not considered that Petitioner had actually used the

Mark first on his blog – and therefore Petitioner can only conclude that the Appellate

Court relied upon Judge Lynch's fraudulent misrepresentation only, which is clear error,

as  Petitioner  specifically  challenger  the  summary manufactured  by  Lynch within  his

appeal.  

The facts however remain as presented in the original complaint: Petitioner created

the Mark and publicized the Mark in promotion of goods before anyone else (on a dated

website).  That the Mark was being used as title to Respondent Townsend's novel was

irrelevant; the fact that Petitioner created the Mark and was first to promote the Mark

through commerce establishes his rightful ownership.   Petitioner's creation of a mark

being used by Respondent Townsend for use in the title of her book does not diminish his

rightful ownership of the Mark simply because he granted her conditional consent to use

it – a conditional use agreement which Townsend breached.

It  is  indisputable  that  Petitioner's  presentation  of  facts  and  Lynch's  summary are

drastically and critically divergent.  Lynch's presentation contains clear affirmations that

were  never  made  by  Petitioner,  and  Lynch's  conclusions  were  founded  upon  this
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deliberately fabricated falsehood.  This constitutes fraud on the court and that the Ninth

Circuit Court endorsed it represents considerable concern.

Notably,  even were  Lynch's  version of  events  true,  they  would not  have precluded

Petitioner's  claim,  since  Lynch's  faux  version  did  not  incorporate  an  instance  where

Respondent  Townsend ever  used  the  Mark in  commerce  herself.   “It  is  axiomatic  in

trademark  law  that  the  standard  test  of  ownership  is  priority  of  use.  To  acquire

ownership of a trademark it is not enough to have invented the mark first or even to have

registered it first; the party claiming ownership must have been the first to actually use

the mark in the sale of goods or services.” Sengoku Works Ltd. v. RMC Int’l, Ltd., 96 F.3d

1217, 1219 (9th Cir. 1996) (citing 2 J. Thomas McCarthy, McCarthy on Trademarks &

Unfair Competition § 16.03 (3d ed. 1996)). 

In  the  instant  case,  Lynch  alleged  that  Petitioner  had  recovered  an  image  from

Respondent Townsend's file with the Mark, yet even if that were true, Townsend's alleged

possession of a cover with the Mark would not have trumped Petitioner's claim, since

nothing in Lynch's fraudulent account dictated that Townsend had allegedly used the

Mark in commerce nor registered it in any fashion.  In effect, Lynch failed to manufacture

a genuine reason whereby Townsend would have had a preexisting claim, since alleged

invention alone would have been insufficient to claim ownership.  Townsend would have

been required to have used the Mark prior to Petitioner, and nothing – even in Lynch's

fraudulent fictional account – suggested that Respondent Townsend had ever used the

Mark in commerce prior to Petitioner's use of it on his blog in 2013. 

Based  on  the  foregoing,  it  is  indisputable  that  the  District  Court's  deliberate

fabrication of facts  not presented by Petitioner in any way constitutes fraud upon the
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court and requires a reversal of the lower court's dismissal, since said dismissal is not

even based upon the facts of the case.

III. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN NOT GRANTING CHANGE OF VENUE.

At the time of this cause's filing, Petitioner was in the midst of an appeal with the

Ninth Circuit that  specifically identified misconduct, bias and prejudice by the judicial

officers of the District Court of Montana.  Petitioner rightly sought a change of venue

pursuant to 28 USC § 1404(a) to remove this cause from any pretense of impropriety, yet

the District Court refused to relinquish control over the cause.  

As set forth previously and in other claims before this Court, the reasons are clear: the

District Court has maintained oppressive deprivation of equal protection and due process

to Petitioner for over a decade and sought through its continued oversight of this cause to

continue  its  decade-long  bigotry  against  Petitioner.   The  District  Court  must  have

recognized that on its face, Petitioner's complaint had merit and would survive any kind

of proper challenge.  If the facts as presented by Petitioner proved true, Petitioner would

have gained a major financial  coup,  potentially permitting him to retain counsel and

move beyond in forma pauperis filings in the future, which were the primary mechanics

by  which  the  District  Court  was  barring  Petitioner's  access  to  the  courts,  in  effect

removing the leverage the District Court abused to silence Petitioner's claims against the

state of Montana.  

The District Court had a clear, irrefutable and impermissible conflict of interest while

a claim of their misconduct was being reviewed by a higher court.  Simply put, they could
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use  their  authority  over  Petitioner  in  this  cause  to  penalize  him  for  bringing  such

complaint,  and  this  raised  massive  concerns  of  the  District  Court's  impartiality  and

neutrality.   With  impropriety  at  issue,  the  District  Court  should  not  have  retained

jurisdiction, and to do so was clearly personal, not founded on law.  

Additionally, the District Court's abuse of pre-screening laws were the only tools which

the District Court had to silence claims Petitioner raised in the federal courts for his

detention as a United States political prisoner.  Through the present, and for the better

part of the past ten years, the United States District Court of Montana has collectively

obstructed every single effort Petitioner has made to use the federal courts to seek relief

from such  illegal  incarceration.   Should  Petitioner  have  prevailed  in  this  cause  and

received compensation for Respondents' trademark infringement, and the pretense of pre-

screening via in forma pauperis filing would be removed, effectively the District Court's

ability to directly obstruct Petitioner's due process right to be heard would have been

abolished.  

With such a challenge to their authority, the District Court clearly decided to retain

jurisdiction so it could continue in its malfeasance and civil liberty deprivation.

Irregardless  of  its  motives  however,  the  District  Court  should  not  have  retained

jurisdiction under any reasonable consideration when their own conduct was separately

being challenged.  To do so put the District Court into the position to punish Petitioner

for his claims against them, which they clearly did.  This would be akin to keeping the fox

in charge of the henhouse, even after chickens were found half-eaten in the yard.

Petitioner sought change of venue upon the merit of there being an ongoing appellate

review in which Judge Lynch's and Molloy's bias and prejudice were impermissible due to
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conflict of interest (Glick).  Specifically, “no man can be a judge in his own case and no

man is permitted to try cases where he has an interest in the outcome” (In re Murchison,

349 US 133, 136 (1955)).  When suit is brought against a federal court, precedent require

the cause to be reviewed by a panel of outside judges, serving at the designation of the

Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court (Matter of Skupniewitz, 73 F3d 702 (7th

Cir,  1996)).   Both  Judge  Lynch  and  Molloy  violated  these  basic  precepts  of  judicial

conduct, and it is their violation of these standards that were the foundation of the first

three  questions raised upon appeal  in  Glick,  which was still  pending throughout  the

District Court's review of this cause.  

It is inappropriate for an individual who holds a bias or prejudice within a cause to

bear any influence over it.  Any proceeding in front of a biased judge is a violation of due

process, as a judge who is not impartial is a structural error requiring reversal (Brecht v.

Abrahamson, 113 SCt 1710, 1717, 507 US 619 (1993) (See also  Pacific R.R. v. Missouri

Pac.  Ry, 111 US 505, 522 (1884)).  And this bias can rise to the level of fraud upon the

court, since a court can commit fraud upon itself through its own misconduct (Manton). 

Clearly, as these issues were at the time being deliberated by the Ninth Circuit Court

of Appeals in Glick, an inherent conflict of interest existed for any judicial official within

the  United  States  District  Court  of  Montana  to  preside  over  any  cause  brought  by

Petitioner, and a change of venue was proper pursuant to 28 USC § 1404(a).  It not only

provided for convenience of the parties in avoiding conflicting interests with officers of

said  district,  but  also  furthered  the  interests  of  justice  in  providing  for  impartial

administration of justice.

Further, as the District Court committed the very atrocities foreseen by Petitioner, and
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continues through the present to deprive Petitioner in ongoing cases, it is abundantly

clear that even sans an active review pending in a higher court,  that  the District  of

Montana has demonstrated a persistent and ongoing prejudice that should forego  any

future jurisdiction over causes presented by Petitioner.

Upon  appeal,  the  Ninth  Circuit  disregarded  the  applicable  law  entirely  in  its

determinations of change of venue.  28 USC § 1404(a) specifically states that a transfer

may be made in the interests of justice.  Even the Code of Conduct for United States

Judges, Canon 2 specifically prohibits even the appearance of impropriety in its very title:

“A Judge Should Avoid Impropriety and the Appearance of Impropriety in all Activities”.

To have two judges named in a lawsuit, who subsequently dismissed  themselves  from

such  suit,  and  then  to  have  their  conduct  concurrently  subjected  for  review  by  an

appellate court created a  blatant appearance of impropriety and the interests of justice

would have been best served by granting a change of venue.

Incidentally, the refusal of the lower court to allow for change of venue provided Judge

Lynch  the  opportunity  to  commit  the  very  fraud  upon  the  court  complained  of  by

Petitioner in the first place.

Based on the foregoing, the District Court's retention of jurisdiction when there was a

premise of impropriety already raised against them was in error, and requires reversal.

IV.  THE  DISTRICT  COURT  ERRED  IN  NOT  HOLDING  RESPONDENT  IN
CONTEMPT FOR VIOLATING CONCURRENT JURISDICTION AUTHORITY.

Petitioner  specifically  brought  complaint  against  Respondent  Townsend  for  acts  of

malice  and  harm  against  Petitioner  in  retaliation  for  his  making  a  trademark
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infringement claim against her and sought an injunction against her use of the Mark

(Petitioner's Fourth and Fifth Causes of Action).  Such abuse continued well after said

filing, however, and the injunction was never granted by the District Court.

As part of the long string of abusive conduct, Respondent Townsend filed for an order

of protection in the state district court, alleging that Petitioner's public denouncement of

her claim to the Mark constituted stalking.  Respondent's actions were clearly an effort to

seek concurrent jurisdiction and bypass the authority of the District Court, as she was

well aware that the federal cause of action was pending at the time of her filing in the

state court, as repeatedly acknowledged within her affidavit thereto.

28 USC § 1331 clearly states that the federal courts have original jurisdictions over

matters arising under the laws of the United States (federal question jurisdiction) and 28

USC  § 1338 (a) and (b)  clearly declares that the federal  district  courts  have original

jurisdiction  under  any  Act  of  Congress  relating  to  trademarks  or  claims  of  unfair

competition related to trademarks.  Pursuant to this standard of law, Petitioner filed his

cause within the United States District Court of Montana which placed subject matter

jurisdiction firmly within the federal courts.  Consequently, any action relating to said

trademark claim belonged within the purview of the District Court by virtue of its being

filed first therein and the aforementioned statutes.

Petitioner  filed  his  claim  in  the  federal  courts  under  federal  statutes  relating  to

original  jurisdiction  over  trademarks  and  claims  of  unfair  trade  associated  with

trademarks (28 USC  § 1338 (a)  and (b)).   Consequently,  jurisdiction over  all  matters

relating to the disputed trademark, “The Forlorned”, rested soundly in the United States

District Court of Montana and was subject to the original jurisdiction of said court.
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Respondent Townsend – being fully aware of said proceeding – sought to use the state

courts  to  seek  relief  against  Petitioner's  assertions  of  his  entitlement  to  the  Mark.

Petitioner  served  Respondents  with  a  cease  and  desist  notice,  yet  none  complied

therewith, and Respondents continue to promote the Mark as their own in commerce to

this day.  Petitioner was therefore compelled to publish dispute thereto in commerce, as

well, specifically through the Internet, to prevent dilution and outright loss of claim to

the  Mark.   Respondent  Townsend  –  rather  than  seeking  some  remedy  through  the

District Court – elected to manufacture a claim of stalking against Petitioner in state

court in order to bypass the federal courts, since she had a personal working relationship

with the local state courts through the legal office where she worked.

Respondent  Townsend's  action  was  heard  before  the  Eleventh  District  Court  of

Montana on April 7, 2015, and though said state court determined that there were no

elements  proving  that  Petitioner  ever  stalked  Respondent  Townsend,  said  court

nevertheless ordered a “civil no contact order” issued against Petitioner which, in part,

restricted Petitioner's capacity to publicize Respondent Townsend's name or to utilize the

Mark himself in any way.  Additionally, the state court's order barred Petitioner's right of

free speech protected by the First Amendment, and permitted said Respondent unfettered

and unrestricted use of the Mark being disputed in the District Court.  Clearly, this was a

gross infringement of the subject matter jurisdiction which the District Court held clear

entitlement to, and therefore Respondent Townsend's actions were in willful defiance of

said court's authority.

Pursuant to 18 USC § 401, the District Court had the power by fine, imprisonment or

both against any person who misbehaved so as to obstruct the administration of justice,
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or outright disobedience to the Court's rightful process or rule.  Respondent Townsend

clearly acted in blatant mockery of the District Court when she went outside said Court's

authority in seeking relief within the state courts for the subject-matter jurisdiction held

by the District Court, and should have been accordingly held in contempt.

However, in spite of the clearly flagrant flaunting of the District Court's authority and

the usurpment of the federal courts'  authority by the state courts,  the District  Court

refused to act.  In fact, the District Court actually went so far as to defend the actions of

Respondent Townsend!

Further, Petitioner had restrictions imposed upon him by the state court that impacted

his capacity to defend his Mark. Petitioner additionally requested relief from the District

Court to compel the state court proceedings in abeyance pending the full disposition of

the  trademark  infringement  cause  within  the  federal  court  system.   Yet  again,  the

District Court refused to check the blatant usurpment of its authority by the state court.

Clearly  in  this  instance,  the  District  Court  had  a  duty  to  act.   Jurisdiction  for

enforcement of trademark disputes rested clearly with said Court,  and the claim had

already been filed therein.  To allow a party to an action pending in federal court to seek

cross-jurisdictional relief from a state court is anathema to the power and rule of the

District  Court.   Respondent  Townsend  was  not  acting  out  of  ignorance,  but  with

deliberate and calculated malfeasance – and the District Court's refusal to hold her in

contempt was clear error based on a prejudicial bigotry against Petitioner.

The Appellate Court went completely off-mark in its review, never even addressing

that  Petitioner  had  sought  contempt  against  Respondent  for  violating  concurrent

jurisdiction authority.  
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Additionally, the Appellate Court significantly erred in determining that Respondent's

actions did not fall within the realm of allowed enjoinment by the federal courts.  Even in

the Court's own cited opinion, a federal court may enjoin a state court “...where necessary

in aid of its jurisdiction, or to protect or effectuate its judgments.” (Montana v. BNSF Ry.

Co.,623  F.3d  1312,  1315  (9th  Cir.  2010)).   It  is  abundantly  clear  that  Respondent

Townsend sought to undermine the jurisdiction of the District Court, and the authority of

the District Court should have been exercised to preserve its jurisdiction through holding

Respondent Townsend in contempt.

Based  upon  the  foregoing,  the  District  Court  should  have  acted  to  shore  up  its

authority and to strike down Respondent Townsend's efforts to seek alternative relief

through a state court, and failure to do so significantly prejudiced Petitioner's claim that

it requires reversal.

V.  PRELIMINARY  PRE-SCREENING  OF  INDIGENT  PARTIES  IS  BOTH
UNLAWFUL AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

Judge Lynch cited authority under 28 USC § 1915 to pre-screen Petitioner's complaint –

specifically claiming that said statute required the District Court to subject any in forma

pauperis filing to preliminary screening.  In actuality, the cited statute neither compels nor

grants  any  such  authority  to  the  District  Court,  and  Petitioner  objected  upon  the

foundation that said Court subjected Petitioner to a preliminary review that was unlawful,

unconstitutional and in excess of the jurisdiction granted under law and constitution to the

District Court.  The only equivalent of this law is 28 USC § 1915A, which requires judicial

review of  prisoner complaints, and then only complaints brought against  governmental
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entities or employees thereof.  There is absolutely no allowance under law for a review of

an  in  forma  pauperis  non-prisoner Petitioner  bringing  complaint  against  a  non-

governmental defendant.3 

A preliminary screening of an in forma pauperis filing is therefore purely arbitrary and

clearly intended to display a measured bias and prejudice against impoverished litigants,

and acts as an obstruction of constitutional right of access to the courts provided by the

First Amendment,  as well  as equal  protection of the laws provided by the Fourteenth

Amendment.  

Though prisoners lose certain rights and liberties by virtue of conviction (though the

current law is arguably unconstitutional for striking the civil rights of even pre-convicted

individuals), poor citizens do not lose their civil liberties by simple virtue of  being poor.

This interpretation would make impoverished citizens an invidiously discriminated class

not entitled to full civil liberties that are secured by the United States Constitution, and

this pretense is anathema to democracy.

The District Court's sole responsibility and authority in this instance was to file and

direct the clerk to serve the parties in Petitioner's complaint, not to subject the cause to

any risk of arbitrary preliminary dismissal nor deprivation of civil liberty.  This provides

prejudicial  and corrupt officials  with the power to oppress the voice  and protests  of  a

United States citizen based purely on their wealth or lack thereof.

In effect, Judge Lynch acted as a party to this action, completely severing any potential

3For the purposes of 28 USC § 1915, et seq., “prisoner” is defined as “any person incarcerated or detained in any facility
who is accused of, convicted of, sentenced for, or adjudicated delinquent for, violations of criminal law or the terms and
conditions of parole, probation, pretrial release, or diversionary program.”  Petitioner may still be in custody of the State of
Montana by virtue of probationary supervision as a political prisoner, but he does not qualify as a prisoner under the definition
provided in said statute.
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perception of impartiality by coming out in legal defense of the Respondents in this cause

of action, an act which significantly impaired Petitioner's  capacity to defend his rights

under federal and constitutional law.

The comparison between similar laws make it abundantly clear that this is  not the

purpose of 28 USC § 1915.  As an example, 28 USC § 1915A does provide for pre-screening

process for claims filed by inmates;  the glaring  absence of such in the companion law

written into effect  by the exact  same legislation – the Prison Litigation Reform Act  –

demonstrates  that  the  framers  of  this  law did  not  intend  to  have  the  federal  courts

screening out indigent cases, acting as an impassible wall for poor people to gain their

constitutionally mandated right of access to the courts secured by the First Amendment,

nor right of due process secured by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.  

The Prison Litigation Reform Act existed to limit a mass of frivolous prisoner complaints

– a group who were well known for abusing the system because they had an abundance of

time to do so – as identified in its title.  To turn this law upon the poor and disenfranchised

of our society creates an opportunity for abuse, and the District Court of Montana and

Ninth Circuit have embraced it.  

The  practice  of  screening  indigent  litigants  constitutes  invidious  discrimination,  a

practice  forbidden  by  the  Fourteenth  Amendment  to  the  United  States  Constitution.

“When the law lays an unequal hand on those who have committed intrinsically the same

quality  of  offense  and  sterilizes  one  and  not  the  other,  it  has  made  as  invidious  a

discrimination  as  if  it  had  selected  a  particular  race  or  nationality  for  oppressive

treatment.” (Skinner  v.  Oklahoma,  316  U.S.  535,  541  (1942)).   Skinner  specifically

prohibits  government  from  applying  disparate  laws  against  different  groups  lest
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“invidious discriminations are made against groups or types of individuals in violation of

the constitutional guaranty of just and equal laws.” (Ibid @ 541) “The guaranty of 'equal

protection of the laws is a pledge of the protection of equal laws.'” (Id @ 541, citing Yick

Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 369 (1886)).  

Based  on the  foregoing,  the  practice  of  pre-screening poor  and indigent  litigants  is

effectively  unconstitutional,  as  it  deprives  law-abiding  citizens  of  constitutionally

mandated equal protection, due process and access to court.  

Upon appeal, the Ninth Circuit Court's relied upon Calhoun v. Stahl, 254 F.3d 845 (9th

Cir.  2001),  which  was  not  even  remotely  on  point.   Calhoun  makes  a  very  general

declaration that the applications of the Prison Litigation Reform Act do not apply only to

prisoners, but what it does not provide is  carte blanche capacity to pre-screen in forma

pauperis complaints.  

Point of fact, the statute at issue that provides for dismissal for frivolous actions (28

USC § 1915(e)(2)(B)) simply mirrors the standard procedure preexisting in FRCP Rule

12(b)(6) which authorizes dismissal for “failure to state a claim upon which relief can be

granted.”  Yet no case that Petitioner has found has ever suggested that FRCP Rule 12(b)

(6) – a statute, incidentally, that would be applicable to any plaintiff, whether proceeding

in  forma pauperis  or  not  –  grants  authority  to  a  court  to  pre-screen a  complaint  to

determine whether the cause has grounds to proceed.  Due process provides that such a

defense would rightly need to be raised by a responding defendant, not by the court itself.

To  effect  a  class-based  pre-screening  process  is  to  inherently  create  a  federally

mandated discriminatory practice of barring parties unable to afford court costs from

making claims in federal court.  Prisoners arguably have suppressed rights by virtue of
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their incarceration, yet no such suppression exists by virtue of one being poor – except

through  prejudicial  treatment  by  seated  judicial  authorities,  it  seems.   This  practice

constitutes invidious discrimination and a deprivation of equal protections of the law and

due  process  secured  by  the  Fifth  and  Fourteenth  Amendments  to  the  United  States

Constitution.

Basically, a wealthy person can file ridiculously frivolous complaints ad nauseam, but

a poor person cannot file a single legitimate complaint without the courts finding excuses

to bar their First Amendment rights of access to court.

Based on the foregoing, the District Court had no rightful authority to even pre-screen

Petitioner's  non-prisoner  complaint  against  a  non-governmental  defendant  in  the  first

place, though its practice to do so in general is clearly an unconstitutional act of legislation

from the bench, and its dismissal of the cause should therefore be overturned.

VI.  THE  APPELLATE  COURT'S  ORDER  CONSTITUTES  DEPRIVATION  OF  
DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION.

All previous issues notwithstanding, the Ninth Circuit Court's principle ruling that

this cause is non-citable as precedent constitutes a clear and flagrant deprivation of equal

application of law.  The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments provide that all citizens are

entitled to due process and equal protection of the law.  To issue a decree that is binding

solely upon one person is to apply the law unfairly and unequally upon one person, and to

not hold other citizens by the same rule of law.

The practice of unpublished opinions has been determined to be unconstitutional, as

such practice purports “to confer upon the courts a power that went beyond the 'judicial,'
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within the meaning of Article III of the Constitution” (Anastasoff v. United States, 223

F.3d 898, 900 (8th Cir.,  2000)).   In  Anastasoff,  Judge Arnold specifically noted that if

judicial  officials  could  disregard precedent  at  whim,  it  would constitute  the power to

create  laws.  “If  judges  had  the  legislative  power  to  ‘depart  from’  established  legal

principles, ‘the subject would be in the hands of arbitrary judges, whose decisions would

be  then  regulated  only  by  their  own  opinions...’”  (Ibid.  @901  (quoting  1  WILLIAM

BLACKSTONE,  COMMENTARIES  *258–59).   In  effect,  judges  –  as  a  matter  of

constitutional principle – may not decide which of their opinions will be deemed binding

on themselves and the courts below them (Id, @ 905).

Just as Judge Arnold foresaw, the Ninth Circuit Court has committed precisely such

an atrocity.  In seeking to defend the misconduct of the lower court without overturning

the Lanham Act nor its protections for any other United States citizen, said court chose to

issue  an unpublished  decisions  so  that  the  interpretation  depriving  rights  under  the

Lanham Act would be limited solely to one person – Petitioner Ron Glick.  In effect, this

practice provides for judicially sanctioned discrimination, which is precisely what has

occurred in the instant case.

In Yick Wo , this Court determined that unequal application of law was abhorrent to

the  Constitution,  that  “denial  of  equal  justice  is  still  within  the  prohibition  of  the

Constitution” (Ibid @ 373-374).  

This form of discriminatory practice is abhorrent the American system of justice, and

this  alone  compels  overturning  the  lower  courts'  actions  and  providing  a  bona  fide

disposition of Petitioner's legitimate claims.
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CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Petitioner's petition should be granted, the District Court's

findings  and  rulings  judged  to  be  in  error,  and  Petitioner  should  be  provided  the

opportunity to proceed with his claim in defense of his intellectual property in a changed

jurisdiction.

Respectfully Submitted,

                                                     
 Ron Glick, Petitioner

Dated: September 12, 2017
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